
M1J13-16 Smart Motorway Upgrade Costain - Galliford Try - 2018 - ongoing 

This £400 million project is the second largest smart motorway scheme in England. We are the labour supply 
contractor and work closely with the Project Management Team. We currently supply numerous skilled 
operatives working on the numerous different sections including traffic Marshalls, banksmen, carpenters, 
ground workers, general labour, supervisors and project management.. As part of this project we were also 
awarded the 1.5 Million FRC package which included central reservation fenders, pits, decking on bridges, 
reinforced concrete structures, including over and under bridges, strengthening the bridges single- and 
double-sided walls. We have maintained and exceeded the contract programme dates whilst maintains zero 
AFR’s. This is a NEC contract with option E cost reimbursement.  
  

 

Hampton WTW 
This project was valued at £350,000 lasting over 6 months and involved the construction of a 70m x 14m x 
0.6 reinforced concrete slab that will accommodate the new disinfection building tank farm, the construction 
of an underground structure known as the secondary dosing chamber, this chamber is concrete reinforced 
and shaped like the letter L. The sizes are 5.5m long x 3m wide x 2.5m high with pre-cast sections placed 
the roof at a later. The construction of a square chamber that surrounds a 78-inch diameter water main 

valve, this chamber was constructed 11m below ground 
level, the entire workforce had to be CP2 trained in 
confined spaces to enter the space.We also placed in situ 
concrete infill sections and covers between the points of 
change of direction, level, or size changes within the pre-
cast troughs, the troughs accommodated the new dosing 
lines and the power cables from the site to the new 
disinfection building. The construction of a second 
secondary dosing chamber 4m x 3m x 4m high. This was 
stitched onto an existing live structure that was already 
attached to the Kew main and is carrying critical dosing 
lines within. 

Marine Drive 
  
NBC Group provided the reinforced concrete superstructure to this 
new pumping station which has architectural significance. It is the 
only part of the new infrastructure that affects sea views in a prime 
location near Brighton. Our project team was tasked with providing a 
high-quality visible finish and ensuring the structure blended 
seamlessly with the surrounding landscape. We programmed the 
sequence of work including elements required from the main 
contractor. The works were of a demanding nature with walls of 
combined continuously variable thickness, radiuses in elevation, 
radiuses in plan and with tapered corbels. 

We submitted temporary works drawings for all aspects of the works 
including single sided walls, double sided walls and decking. 
Throughout the works our team has maintained and where possible reduced the contract programmed dates 
whilst maintaining our excellent safety record. 



Lane End Works 

The Lane End Water Treatment Works was a large civil engineering project which consisted of drainage 
works, Process pipe works, Duct runs and draw pits In addition: 
• A run towards the waste pumping station + c/w all box outs/cover slabs; 
• Chemical building base slab with 6 cavities for booster pump pipework; 
• I.S.E.P. building base slabs constructions including the turntable plinths. 
• Holding Buffer tank built + c/w box outs and In-situ roof slab. 
• 2 contact tank bases that will accommodate three In-situ concrete plinths 

that the contact tanks will sit on. 
• Concrete de-chlorination chamber built. 
• In addition, NBC Group also undertook include: 

Dover Seawall Defenses Dover 
Client: Network Rail-Costain Contract Duration: one year, Contract Value 
£800,000.  

NBC Group where contracted at short notice to repair and rebuild the railway due to collapse occurring since 
December 2015 when the line had to be closed. This included building a new 235-meter-long viaduct, 
supported by more than 130 concrete columns. As part of a concrete re-modelling programme NBC 
Diamond Drilling removed 200m (700 tons) of re-enforced sea wall. The work was a direct result of storm 
damage, so it was critical we deployed at team as quickly as possible to facilitate repairs and open the 
railway. With a reputation for delivering and fast response the client contacted NBC direct. Within 3 days 
NBC had established a Project Manager and Supervisor on site to assist the client on the reviewing the 
extent of the works required and advised on the demolition to make the site safe. Within 2 weeks we had a 
team of 12 civil tradesmen working on the site with full welfare facilities in place. This was a collaborative 
working arrangement with the client and Project Management Team, our Diamond Drilling Team worked 
closely with the client also. We delivered a comprehensive programme of works, first to make the site safe 
for the work force, then to expedite temporary repairs, finally a comprehensive package of works for the safe 
working and use of the railway.. 

Brynglas Tunnel 

NBC group were tasked with the FRC package in 2018 for the Brynglas Tunnel utilising PQ concrete. Our 
expertise was called upon when a previous Contractor was unable to fulfil the contract. In addition to this 
tunnel The NBC Group currently supply labour and resources to the Thames Tideway scheme and the 
Crossrail Project.  
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